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Quilt As You Go (QAYG) is a revolutionary quilting technique that has
transformed the traditional approach to quilt making. Unlike the
conventional method of sewing and assembling the quilt top separately,
piecing the quilt back, and finally layering and quilting them together, QAYG
allows you to complete all three steps simultaneously.
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This innovative technique empowers quilters with a streamlined process
that eliminates the need for separate backing and basting layers. Instead,
the quilt top and backing are joined as you go, creating a stable foundation
for embellishments like quilting, embroidery, or fabric manipulation.

Benefits of Quilt As You Go
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QAYG offers numerous advantages that make it an appealing choice for
both novice and experienced quilters:

1. Simplified Construction: By eliminating the need for multiple layers
and time-consuming steps, QAYG streamlines the quilting process,
making it more accessible and less daunting.

2. Increased Flexibility: QAYG allows for greater flexibility and creativity.
You can easily incorporate fabric scraps, motifs, and embellishments
as you go, without having to worry about matching or aligning multiple
layers.

3. Reduced Bulk: Quilts made using the QAYG technique are typically
thinner and less bulky than traditionally constructed quilts. This can be
advantageous for projects like wall hangings, lap quilts, or baby quilts.

4. Time-Saving: By combining multiple steps into one, QAYG can
significantly reduce the time and effort required to complete a quilt.

Essential Materials and Tools for Quilt As You Go

To embark on a QAYG journey, you'll need the following essential materials
and tools:

Main Fabric: The primary fabric used for the quilt top.

Backing Fabric: Sturdy fabric used to support the quilt and provide
stability.

Batting (Optional): A layer of insulating material that adds warmth and
dimension to the quilt (not always necessary for QAYG).

Sewing Machine: A reliable sewing machine capable of handling
multiple layers of fabric.



Quilting Thread: Strong and durable thread specifically designed for
quilting.

Rotary Cutter: A sharp tool for precise fabric cutting.

Quilting Ruler: A precision ruler for measuring and marking fabric.

Fabric Clips or Pins: For holding fabric layers together.
Step-by-Step Instructions for Quilt As You Go

Follow these detailed steps to master the QAYG technique:

1. Prepare the Backing: Cut a piece of backing fabric that is slightly
larger than the desired quilt top size. If desired, layer batting between
the backing and quilt top.

2. Align and Secure: Place the quilt top fabric on top of the backing,
right sides together. Secure the layers with fabric clips or pins.

3. Quilt as You Go: Using your sewing machine, quilt around the
perimeter of each fabric block or section. The stitches will
simultaneously join the quilt top and backing.

4. Trim Excess Fabric: Once a section is quilted, trim any excess
backing fabric close to the stitching.

5. Repeat: Continue quilting around each succeeding block or section
until the entire quilt top is complete.

6. Finish the Edges: Once the quilt top and backing are joined, finish the
raw edges using a method such as binding, facing, or serging.

Techniques and Variations of Quilt As You Go



QAYG offers endless possibilities for exploration and creativity. Here are
some popular techniques and variations to enhance your quilting
experience:

Free-Motion Quilting: Use your sewing machine to create free-
flowing designs and patterns as you quilt.

Machine Stitching: Experiment with different stitch types and patterns
to add visual interest to your quilt.

Embellishments: Incorporate beads, sequins, embroidery, or other
decorative elements as you quilt.

Fabric Manipulation: Use ruffles, pleats, or gathers to add texture
and dimension to your quilt.

Inspiration and Projects for Quilt As You Go

To inspire your QAYG journey, here are some stunning examples and
project ideas:

Scrap Quilt using QAYG Technique

Modern Log Cabin Quilt with QAYG

Beginner-Friendly QAYG Wall Hanging

Quilt As You Go is a modern quilting technique that empowers quilters of all
skill levels to create beautiful and unique quilts with ease and efficiency. By
streamlining the construction process and providing flexibility for creativity,
QAYG opens up a world of possibilities for expressing your artistic vision.
Embrace the QAYG approach and experience the joy of quilting like never
before.
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